Identifying Tourist Places of Interest Based on Digital Imprints: Towards a Sustainable Smart City
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Abstract: As cities become increasingly complex, Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) bring smartness into organisations and communities, contributing to a more competitive tourism destination, i.e., smart tourism destinations. Enhanced information access coupled with a new kind of tourists avid for online content and predisposed to share information on social media, allows for a better understanding of tourist behaviour regarding their spatial distribution in urban destinations. Thus, smart tourism portrays individuals as information makers, refining the available alternatives for tracking their location. Big data analytics is a technology with the potential to develop Smart City services. From the analysis of the spatial distribution of tourists in the city of Lisbon based on data collected from the ‘Panoramio’ social network, we identify the most popular places in the city in a context of tourist visits. This new data largely contributes to understanding the consumption of space within urban tourist destinations and therefore enables us to differentiate the overcrowded places from the ones with potential to grow. This allows decision-makers to imagine new ways of planning and managing towards a sustainable ‘smart’ future.
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1. Introduction

1.1. ICTs and Big Data Analytics for Rising Smartness on City Tourism Destinations

According to the United Nations, by the year 2050 almost 66% of the world’s population will be living in cities [1]. This urban pressure will raise a variety of problems and important challenges that will likely question the economic, social, and environmental sustainability of cities [2,3].

In parallel with this inexorable and widespread population concentration in urban centres, cities are also the object of growing tourism production and consumption, capturing ever-increasing flows of visitors, according to several authors [4], as well as recent reports and insights (e.g., Global Destination Cities Index [5]; Euromonitor International [6]).

Tourism is not only a mobility pattern in the cities and thus a geographical feature in itself, but it is also “... assuming a growing political and cultural importance indirectly in relation to the ranking of world cities as places to live, work and do business” [7]. As UNWTO claims, on a wider perspective, tourism is becoming “... a very important element in all policies related to urban development (... ) not just a strategy to provide a competitive product to meet visitors’ expectations but a way to develop the city itself and provide more and better infrastructures and bring conditions to residents” [8].

With more than half of the world’s population living in cities, infrastructure will face increasing pressure [9]. In particular, non-digital and non-automated infrastructures of the city are already dealing with several technical and physical problems [10]. Nowadays, the performance of cities depends
not only on their physical infrastructure, but also on accessibility and the quality of knowledge communication and social networks [11].

Smart cities have been presented as a panacea to urbanization driven problems and a way to achieve sustainable development [12]. Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are in the core of this discourse [13], which underlines the enhancement of cities’ performance in many fields [14].

Supporters of the smart cities paradigm stress the potential for stimulating ecological integrity and social equity towards the greater aim of urban sustainability [15]. Opponents argue that slight attention is given to the social aspects of sustainable development and to the basic social dimension of the city [16]. So far, smart cities enthusiasts have succeeded in hiding answers to the big issues (e.g., sustainability) rather than providing information [17]. Still, smart cities are a strategic vision to stretch for sustainable futures, rather than a depiction of the current reality [18].

As cities become increasingly complex systems, ICTs intertwine all activities and services, fostering more connected, informed, and involved citizens. ICTs make cities more accessible and pleasant for both residents and visitors, and help cities to manage the challenges that keep emerging [19,20].

ICTs have also brought several new tools to the tourism industry. Nowadays, tourism is facing a new set of challenges resulting from modifications in tourism consumers’ behaviour by influence of the emerging ICTs and by the generalisation of their use as well [21]. From the standpoint of tourism, ICTs can potentially contribute by generating added-value experiences for tourists, while refining efficiency and supporting automated processes [22].

The smart city paradigm perfectly embraces ICTs as it is characterised by an environment where technology is rooted in the city [23] and facilitates access to enhanced services for city visitors (both residents and tourists), such as access to real-time information. Smart cities include different areas of the city administration. For example, the concept of smart tourism destination arise from the development of smart cities [24], i.e., the blossoming of the smart city also encourages the emergence of smart tourism.

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) introduced the smart tourism concept [25] and defined it as clean, green, ethical, and quality tourism, among other characteristics. Thus, smart tourism should be capable of meeting the requirements of both short-term economic needs and long-term sustainable development. Since tourism is a complex activity, smartness applied to tourism should encompass both the availability of services and the efficiency of the city as a whole. Smart tourism destinations can be perceived as places utilizing the ICTs to co-create value, pleasure, and experiences for the tourist and profit for the destination administration [24].

From a technological point of view, smart city and smart tourism are two strongly linked notions [19]. Smart tourism refers to the use of technology, attributing more importance to the number and/or the quality of tourism-related apps available in the city, while the tourism smartness paradigm has to account for the temporary dimension of tourism practiced by non-residents [19,26].

Yet, the integration of ICTs per se within a tourism destination is not enough for a city to become a smart tourism destination. There is a need for enhancing human capital and other forms of skill development among the citizenry [3]. Destination managers have to understand the multifaceted genesis of smartness in order to enhance competitiveness [27].

When it comes to creating sustainable smart cities, it is imperious to understand what makes a city tick and what makes people want to go there. Therefore, becoming smart implies reinforcing a city’s uniqueness rather than allowing it to become impersonal and homogenized. ICTs must increase efficiency but at the same time improve the liveability of the city, promoting engagement with the city and respect for the environment and the several nuances of a city’s cultural identity, i.e., what makes it different from other cities.

Bakhtin [28] coins three terms to analyse the clash between tourists, residents and local cultures, namely heteroglossia, polyphony and carnivalesque. The first one focuses on understanding tourism and its impact on local cultures. The second term stresses the ubiquitous and mediating mission of
the tourism authorities, i.e., operators, tourists, and local residents contribute to creating the profile of each destination, but the authorities have the responsibility of defining the overall strategy to enhance marketability [29]. Finally, the third term accounts for the multiplicity of situations beyond the control of the authorities. The way that attractions selection become hot (or cold) on social media informs the choices that authorities have to make in their strategies.

Furthermore, the active role of the anthropic system, i.e., the human factor represented by city users—both residents and tourists—has been gradually gaining importance as it bears direct implications on the way cities become smart.

In fact, as stated by some authors [26,27,30], it is the interconnectivity between heterogeneous human actors and the digital ecosystem—more precisely, the co-created value collaboratively shaped by this socio-technical synergy—that contributes to introducing smartness in cities. Hence, tourism can be a privileged field to test actual accomplishment of the potentials made available by the smart city paradigm [25,31].

The smart city paradigm and consequently the smart tourism approach have to address both tourists’ behaviour and consumption. These should be sustainable and restrained, preventing the urban system from exceeding its carrying capacity threshold and degenerating into an entropic region [31].

Some, although not all, of the smart environment features foster improved quality of life, governance, resilience and principally an intelligent managing of city facilities and natural resources, and thus sustainability [32].

1.2. Research Framework

Smart Tourism Destination initiatives rely on the combination of hard and soft smartness components [27]. While the former stress recent developments in ICTs and the Internet of Things (IoT), both have empowered the gathering and analysis of a huge amount of information (referred to as big data), providing real-time insights on human behaviour [33]. Only in association with the anthropic system can big data provide value for a competitive advantage of tourism destinations.

Hence, the deployment of ICTs has become a fundamental infrastructure that contributes to competitiveness. The latest developments in Social Network platforms and the IoT are producing new impacts on tourism destinations and, particularly, supporting information exchange regarding tourism activities [34,35].

One of the great challenges of smart cities is the mining of relevant information from the ICTs infrastructure of cities. Such extraction usually relies on the use of sensors that require high public investment [36]. To overcome such a difficulty, some studies suggest using social media to identify the perception of residents and visitors about a particular city [11,19,27].

Big data analytics has emerged as a technology with the potential to augment smart city services [32,37]. Big data is characterised by a huge volume and variety of data types; created at continually increasing rates [38]. Big data analytics allows for the extraction of meaningful information from large amounts of data produced by ICTs [37–39].

Big data provides insights from diverse sources of data. The features derived from social media are typically unstructured when compared with big data collected in other contexts [40].

The better access to information facilitated by ICTs and a new profile of tourists seeking and sharing online content have contributed to an improved knowledge of the characteristics and behaviour of tourists [41,42]. In this context, individuals themselves have become generators of information, contributing to boost the available alternatives for tracking their location [43].

User-generated data retrieved from social media include, among others, geotagged photos. Contrasting traditional survey-based methods, this data can offer cost-effective information on activities and preferences of tourists [44]. Social media has become gradually more important in many aspects of tourism, particularly in information search, decision-making behaviours, tourism promotion and in focusing on best practices for interacting with consumers [45].
All this innovation generated by ICTs in terms of information and information sources has emerged as an additional and complementary support tool for the more formal/traditional sources of data collection in tourism, particularly in local contexts (e.g., urban destinations) where there are still various constraints on the availability and appropriateness of information [7].

Moreover, it could also suppress restrictions that came from problems like sample size, nonresponse bias, self-reported errors and time and location constrains [46]. Nonetheless, there are still some concerns regarding the use of social media content in this context [47]. These are mainly related to data quality [33], to the posts potential location inaccuracy, to the representativeness of the population using social media [48] and to the possible biased behaviour on social media [49].

When tourists use their credit cards or mobile phones, and share or post content in social networks, they leave multiple digital footprints that result in a multidimensional data set [19]. Considering limitations about collecting data to study urban tourism [7], this information can be used as a proxy to measure the attractiveness of places as well as the spatial distribution of tourists in the city [41,50]. Different types of tourists have different behaviours in using social media and different social media users have different impacts on potential tourists [45].

For instance, from the visitor’s perspective, smart user oriented location-based services can lead tourists to the most attractive places—i.e., hotspots [51,52]. Social media can reflect and influence tourists’ perceptions and approaches concerning green/eco actions. Social media users are expected to be aware of the impact of travel behaviours and to look for the most sustainable alternatives [45].

From the city’s perspective, management information systems—i.e., business intelligence—allows the distributed generation of specific knowledge, relevant to those that manage destinations and to private/public stakeholders [53,54].

Some empirical studies have led to identifying the spatial patterns of city tourists by analysing data from social media [55–57]. However, few attempts have explored the factors that can explain this observed spatial pattern. Thus, the aim of this study is to (1) analyse the spatial distribution of tourists in Lisbon based on data collected from the ‘Panoramio’ social network, and (2) to explore some relations between the observed pattern and a set of variables related to the city tourism offer. This data embedded in the new ICT context supports the exploration of patterns, while contributing to the understanding of urban tourism spatial production and consumption.

The geotagged photos published by tourists on ‘Panoramio’—based on visits from 2008 to 2014—have allowed us to reach a quantitative and geographic perspective on the city’s tourist consumption: Which are the most visited city areas? What is their location in the urban context?

From the analysis of a set of online tourist guides related to the city of Lisbon, it is also possible to identify the most referred locations for tourists. This shows us how Lisbon is presented as a tourist destination and the differentiated attractiveness of the places to visit, based on the indications and preferences from tourist online guides that hence constitute an approach from the city’s tourist production perspective.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Centrally located in the metropolitan area of Lisbon (LMA), the city of Lisbon (Figure 1) has an area of about 85 km² and 547,773 inhabitants [58]. Lisbon is regarded as the urban centrality of the LMA according to the Strategic Plan for Tourism in the Lisbon Region (PETRL) 2015–2019 [59]; the city is one of the tourist regional centres, showcasing itself as a strong international brand that acts as an anchor of the remaining centralities (Cascais, Sintra, Arrábida, and Arco do Tejo [Tagus Axe]).

Regarding tourism demand statistics, in 2016, the LMA concentrated 24.9% of total overnight stays in the country. The region continues to be among the first choices for major external markets, being the main destination for Brazilians, North Americans, and Italians. Concerning the internal market, it is the second destination of choice for nationals (with 19.8% of total overnight stays) [60].
In 2014, the average stay of foreign guests in the city of Lisbon was of 2.5 nights, below the average of the LMA (2.6 nights) and mainland Portugal (3.1 nights) [61].

Some areas of the city contribute most to its overall touristic appeal. These areas—also called micro-centralities (MC), following the proposed zoning in the PETRL 2015–2019 (Figure 2 and Table 1)—are situated in three different locations, from the southwest, in Belém, crossing the historic nucleus, in the city centre, to the northeast part of the city, in Parque das Nações.

Figure 1. Lisbon Region Centralities [59].

Figure 2. Tourism Micro-centralities in Lisbon [59].
According to the survey of tourists’ motivations [62] and the survey of visitors’ activities [63]—both conducted in 2014 by the Tourism Observatory of Lisbon at the international and national levels—‘City & short break’ is considered the largest motivation for visiting Lisbon. For about two-thirds of those surveyed, the city of Lisbon was their only travel destination (64.1% of these were first-comers). Visiting monuments, attractions or museums was their preferred activity, particularly in the case of ‘First-comers’ (81.3%) in comparison with repeaters (66.3%).

There is a predominant interest for sites within the city, and those located in the MC Belém and Baixa Chiado had the highest number of visits (Table 1). From these surveys, the importance of the historical-monumental nucleus is also clear, from which Belém and Saint Jorge Castle stand out as the most visited attractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MC</th>
<th>Places of Interest</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Places Visited</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belém</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>Belem Tower</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Baixa</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>Jerónimos Monastery</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>Parque das Nações</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>Saint Jorge Castle</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>ACM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Terreiro do Paço</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>Monument of the Discoveries</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Avenida da Liberdade</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>Lisbon Oceanarium</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCS</td>
<td>Bairro Alto</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>Lisbon Cathedral (Sé)</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>ACM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Alfama</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>Ajuda Palace</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Chiado</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>Pavilion of Knowledge</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Belém Cultural Centre</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gulbenkian Museum</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisbon Casino</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ancient Art Museum</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>BCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coaches Museum</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>BE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chiado Museum</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design Museum (MUDE)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisbon Story Centre</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Data Retrieving Process and Data Aggregation

In order to retrieve the photos from ‘Panoramio’, the study area was segmented into smaller subareas. For each new segment, we extracted the information of the posted photos within its extent. First, the study area was segmented into a lattice of 1000 m × 1000 m squares. This resulted in 49,048 records. This process was subsequently repeated with increasingly smaller tiles (reaching 22 iterations) until the number of retrieved photos stabilised, i.e., the last tests resulted in a similar number of photos. The final database counted on more than 70,000 records.

The method to differentiate the photos taken by visitors from the ones taken by locals was based on the work carried out by Girardin et al. [55], Kádár [56], and García-Palomares et al. [57]. The authors calculated the difference (in days) between the timestamp of the first and the last uploaded photo by each user. If the resulting number exceeded the average visit time associated with the destination, the photos were considered as belonging to locals; conversely, if the number was beyond the time-period, the photos were catalogued as belonging to visitors.

The resulting dataset consists of 17,604 uploaded photos taken by users that were considered visitors. The location of those photographs is depicted in Figure 3. At first glance, some areas are clearly more prominent than others, i.e., they present a higher concentration of uploaded photos, thus highlighting the most visited/photographed places in the city.
Figure 3. Photos taken in Lisbon between 2008 and 2014, and uploaded on ‘Panoramio’.

For the statistical analysis, the dataset was aggregated from a point layer to a regular grid of hexagons with $\approx 2500 \, m^2$ each. The value assigned to each of the hexagonal units corresponds to the sum of the individual observations within each cell (Figure 4).

For the multiple regression analysis, the data was aggregated considering the basic units for census purposes, called ‘subsections’.

Figure 4. Aggregated tourist photos, taken in Lisbon between 2008 and 2014 and uploaded on ‘Panoramio’. Boxes A (Belém) and B (Historic centre) show zoom frames of the two most visited areas.
2.3. Cluster and Outlier Analysis

The Cluster and Outlier analysis is based on the Local Moran Index [64], which enables the identification of local patterns of spatial association. This indicator distinguishes the relationship between the attribute value of an entity and the values corresponding to the entities in its neighbourhood, and is also able to identify the extent of the spatial concentration of similar values for each observation.

In order to perform the analysis, it is necessary to define the neighbourhood area (area surrounding entities to compare) for each target feature and the nature of the spatial relationship between entities. The neighbourhood was represented on a spatial weight matrix. Following Tobler’s first Law of Geography, which states that everything is related to everything but near things are probably more related that distant ones, the inverse distance was chosen to conceptualise the relationship between spatial observations. Thus, the influence of the neighbouring features will decrease as the distance between them increases. Assuming that not all uploads within the study area are spatially related, a threshold for the neighbourhood radius of influence was determined (150 m).

2.4. Multiple Linear Regression

In order to explore the relationships between the observed pattern of tourists’ photos and a set of 24 selected variables related to the city’s tourist offer, e.g., attractions, services and facilities, a multiple linear regression analysis was carried out. One of the first things to consider in the implementation of a linear regression model is the selection of explanatory factors (variables). A single additional independent variable can improve the prediction of the dependent variable and therefore they must be chosen carefully. Here, 24 variables were selected to be used as independent variables (Table 2), i.e., as explanatory factors of the geographical agglomeration of photos.

Table 2. Pre-selected explanatory variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Civil architecture</td>
<td>V13</td>
<td>Hospitality (Accommodation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Industrial architecture</td>
<td>V14</td>
<td>Churches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Military architecture</td>
<td>V15</td>
<td>Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Noble architecture</td>
<td>V16</td>
<td>Viewpoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Award-winning architecture</td>
<td>V17</td>
<td>Monuments of public interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>Religious architecture</td>
<td>V18</td>
<td>National monuments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V7</td>
<td>Cemeteries</td>
<td>V19</td>
<td>Museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V8</td>
<td>Blocks of public interest</td>
<td>V20</td>
<td>Playgrounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>Leisure docks and marinas</td>
<td>V21</td>
<td>Picnic parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V10</td>
<td>Funiculars and lifts</td>
<td>V22</td>
<td>Leisure parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11</td>
<td>Fairs</td>
<td>V23</td>
<td>Urban parks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V12</td>
<td>Geo-monuments</td>
<td>V24</td>
<td>Theatres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spatially, all these variables were represented in a point layer. Subsequently, all variables were transformed into reason scales by applying the Inverse Euclidean Distance to the parsed element. As the unit of measurement is always the same (metres), there was no need to standardise values. In order to illustrate the transformation of the variables, the map with the Inverse Euclidean Distance to the features of the variable ‘Viewpoints’ (V16) is presented in Figure 5.

The predictive performance of a linear regression model is not only related to the correlation of the dependent variable with a certain (independent) variable, but also to the correlation of the former with all the other independent variables. Thus, the possible dependencies among all the variables should be assessed. In cases where these dependencies between variables are strong, one can state that there is a multicollinearity process.
As collinearity means that some independent variables are correlated, it can be detected, among different ways, through the array of correlations that exist between them. The Pearson correlation coefficients between independent variables were calculated. Only variables with $r > -0.85$ or $r < 0.85$ correlations were included in the regression model without the risk of high multicollinearity [65].

Looking at Figure 6, one can see that strong positive relations are predominant, whereas negative relations are only moderate.

Another technique used was the tolerance value or its inverse, known as Variance Inflation Factor (VIF), whose high values indicate the existence of multicollinearity. The VIF is a measure of the degree
to which each independent (temporarily transformed in dependent) variable is explained by all the other independent variables [66]. The greater the VIF, the more severe will be the multicollinearity. Thus, the VIF measures the redundancy between all explanatory variables. Explanatory variables with VIF values above 7.5 were removed (one by one) from the regression model [66,67]. Table 3 shows VIF values for each of the 24 pre-selected variables. Of these, 12 were excluded for presenting VIF values above the defined threshold.

### Table 3. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and frequency values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V23</td>
<td>Urban parks</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V7</td>
<td>Cemeteries</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V17</td>
<td>Monuments of public Interest</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V20</td>
<td>Playgrounds</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V24</td>
<td>Theatres</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Award-winning architecture</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>Civil architecture</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V12</td>
<td>Geo-monuments</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>Industrial architecture</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V13</td>
<td>Hospitality (Accommodation)</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V19</td>
<td>Museums</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>Leisure docks and marinas</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V15</td>
<td>Markets</td>
<td>10.31</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V4</td>
<td>Noble architecture</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V14</td>
<td>Churches</td>
<td>16.87</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V3</td>
<td>Military architecture</td>
<td>20.85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V11</td>
<td>Fairs</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V6</td>
<td>Religious architecture</td>
<td>45.08</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V16</td>
<td>Viewpoints (Belvederes)</td>
<td>58.24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V18</td>
<td>National monuments</td>
<td>58.77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V8</td>
<td>Blocks of public interest</td>
<td>104.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V10</td>
<td>Funiculars and lifts</td>
<td>114.61</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V21</td>
<td>Picnic parks</td>
<td>359.06</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V22</td>
<td>Leisure parks</td>
<td>442.87</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complementarily, an exploratory analysis was performed in which the dependent variable was modelled against sets of 1 to 5 independent variables. Overall, 35,526 combinations were tested, 6866 of which presented an $R^2$ greater than 0.90. Within this group, the 38 best performing models always used 5 variables, with predictive performances between 0.95 and 0.96. Table 3 also identifies the variables that were most frequently selected in the testing models.

The cross-tabulation between VIF values and frequencies (Table 3), i.e., variables with a higher frequency but with low VIF values, guided the final selection of 7 independent variables to customise the model (Table 4).

### Table 4. Multiple Linear Regression final variables selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V13</td>
<td>Hospitality</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V12</td>
<td>Geo-monuments</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>Leisure docks and marinas</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V20</td>
<td>Playgrounds</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Award-winning architecture</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V17</td>
<td>Monuments of public interest</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V24</td>
<td>Theatres</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\(R^2\) and adjusted \(R^2\) measures were verified as performance indicators of the model. As a final result, the regression achieved values of \(R^2 = 0.6828\) and adjusted \(R^2 = 0.6827\), which means the model is able to represent about 68% of the spatial variation of the total amount of tourists’ photos.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis by Micro-Centralities

Taking into account the micro-centralities defined according to the zoning proposed in the 2015–2019 PETRL, it is possible to identify tourist preferences regarding some places of the city that are perceived as areas of interest (Figure 7). In fact, 75% of the photos were taken within the boundaries of those areas defined as micro-centralities. This number is divided between the historic centre, the main focus of tourists’ photos (more than 40% of overall photos), Belém (about 20%), and Parque das Nações (with 12%).

![Figure 7. Number of photos per micro-centralities.](image)

Despite the predominance of the historic centre, the distribution of the photographs within its limits is geographically asymmetric and the predominance of two subareas over the others can be clearly noted. In this context, MC I (Baixa-Chiado) and II (Alfama/Castelo/Mouraria), with respectively 35% and 32% of the total number of photos taken in the historic centre, differ from the others, MC III (Avenida da Liberdade) with 16% and MC IV (Bairro Alto/Santos) with 15%.

3.2. Clusters and Outlier Analysis

As expected, clusters are located within the tourist areas (MC) of the city, mostly neighbouring the most relevant attractions. As shown in Section 3.1, when analysing the absolute number of photos, the well-known city tourist areas understandably stand out. However, this approach did not include some key aspects in regards to spatial analysis, as the configuration of the local neighbourhood or the statistical significance of the data.

As shown in Figure 8, the most striking fact is that almost all of the significant spatial clusters belong to the High-High (HH) category, i.e., they correspond to places where high values are surrounded by similar values. Therefore, there is a large presence of visitors, both in these locations and in their contiguous areas.
As shown in Figure 8, the most striking fact is that almost all of the significant spatial clusters belong to the High-High (HH) category, i.e., they correspond to places where high values are surrounded by similar values. Therefore, there is a large presence of visitors, both in these locations and in their contiguous areas.

On the other hand, only two clusters represent a different category—Low-High (LH)—and refer to those locations which specifically do not have that many visitors but that are characterized by significant numbers of visitors in their neighbourhoods. Therefore, these particular spots are less visited than the areas surrounding them.

In fact, it turns out that tourist attractions—e.g., squares, viewpoints, monumental architecture—function as the main focus of spatial clusters. It is around them that clusters take form, and it is from them that these expand to nearby areas. In many cases, the clusters’ expansion follows the physical shape of the attractions (e.g., squares), extending beyond their perimeter.

The Local Moran Index was calculated (Figure 9) to understand the difference between spatial clusters with regards to their magnitude.

The higher values of the index are associated with locations around or in the neighbourhood of the attractions (e.g., Belém Tower and the Monument of the Discoveries to the south, and Praça do Marquês de Pombal in the historic centre). In the case of the Jerónimos Monastery and the Lisbon Oceanarium, the more differentiated values correspond to places located at the front, in the area near the entrances.

Regarding clusters on squares (e.g., ‘Restauradores’, ‘Dom Pedro IV’, ‘Comércio’ and ‘Luís de Camões’ squares), the most predominant values of the index tend to be closer to the centre. For instance, in the ‘Restauradores’ and ‘Dom Pedro IV’ squares, the central area clearly stands out.

Figure 8. Clusters and outliers of tourists’ photos in Lisbon. Boxes A (Belém) and B (Historic centre) show zoom frames of the two most visited areas.
3.3. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

From the Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) analysis, one can identify the most relevant factors, and their importance (weights), thus explaining the spatial distribution of photographs. The resulting explanatory factors are the proximity to: Public monuments (0.29); Leisure docks and marinas (0.21); Award-winning architecture (0.15); Geo-monuments (0.12); Hospitality (Accommodation) (0.10); and Theatres (0.10). However, beyond the analysis of these factors and the prediction model itself, the analysis of the residuals is also interesting for tourism planning purposes.

The residuals analysis is precisely a technique used to check the suitability of a regression model. The basic idea of the residuals analysis is that if the model fits, the residuals should reflect the properties of the model error, i.e., positive residuals reveal results above the predicted values and negative residuals indicate the opposite.

In practice, what 'residuals' means is that, given the observed conditions—i.e., the 7 explanatory factors—there are areas where the number of pictures is higher than expected (positive residuals) and others with fewer pictures than would be expected (negative residuals). Therefore, those deficit areas may require some assistance in terms of planning in order to reach their full potential.

In the south of Lisbon, Belém stands out with values above its potential (Figure 10). Unexpectedly, the downtown area (Baixa-Chiado), albeit having appeared in all the previous analyses as a major hot spot, is still below its potential. The Parque das Nações area follows the same trend but without a prominent disparity. However, they are clearly two micro-centralities identified by the Tourism Bureau that may be the subject of planning actions targeted at attracting more visitors.

Figure 9. Local Moran Index. Boxes A (Belém) and B (Historic centre) show zoom frames of the two most visited areas.
4. Discussion

Online photographs published by visitors make it possible to identify and analyse visual tourist places of interest within the city. Most studies based on information gathered from social networking sites have been limited to creating products, e.g., maps and animations. The results show that the photographs taken by tourists reveal higher spatial concentration than those obtained by residents.

The comparison between the spatial clusters of photos and the main tourist attractions (within the micro-centralities) indicates that the results are consistent, since the spatial clusters match the places of the city that are known to attract more tourists.

The data set (17,604 observations used in this analysis) retrieved from the ‘Panoramio’ social network provides a robust sample that reproduces the city tourist areas, frequently experienced by non-locals. Although there is a growing trend among tourists to share their travel experiences through social networks, this data only partially represents the actual tourism demand.

The spatial distribution of tourists is not homogeneous. In an attempt to clarify the factors that stimulate the variation of the spatial process, it is confirmed that monuments of public interest (together with six other factors) are the elements that best explain the geographical agglomeration of photographs. Although the model reached 68% of the phenomenon explanation, the findings shown by regression residuals should be considered, as well as their potential contribution for tourism management. According to the regression model, there are areas within micro-centralities whose tourism potential is underestimated. These areas may need future intervention in terms of public facilities, activities, or services. Since this is an empirical approach to explore the potential relations between a set of possible factors associated to the tourist offer, further explanatory research has to be conducted to test the model resulting factors and their level of importance (weight).

The definition of tourist areas can largely benefit from the Tourism 2.0 potential, namely by analysing the concentration of the tourists’ digital imprints through location-based information, such

Figure 10. Residuals of the Multiple Linear Regression model.
as photos shared in social networks. It is possible to highlight which areas are more attractive to visitors and, more importantly, their relevant features. Yet, some areas may not be regarded as tourist attractions by local authorities despite their high potential for tourist activities. Knowing which areas are under tourist pressure effectively contributes to tourism and city management and competitiveness, providing decision-makers with improved tools to design better, smarter, and sustainable strategies; also contributes to optimise tourists’ experience, which should be, ultimately, the goal of a smart tourism destination.

5. Conclusions

The widespread use of ICTs—such as cloud computing with high processing performance, the IoT, and data mining—has created different dimensions for tourism. Smartness is a key factor in achieving sustainable development [68] and contributes to advances in tourism [19,27], but also in society as a whole. Indeed, the added value of smart tourism is innovation, technology, and sustainability [26,27,30].

The smart city concept therefore encompasses a wide application of sustainability principles to urban competitiveness [18], referring both to the use of ICTs and to the quality of the soft smartness components [20].

Since the smart city approach is grounded on the assumption that technology is part of the system, the use of technological solutions in decision-making processes based on evidence effectively contributes to ranking necessary actions and predicting future scenarios, which is crucial for a responsible, smart, and sustainable management of tourism and its impacts. Thanks to these new solutions involving smart tools, cities can improve access to tourist spots, and explore the prospects and challenges presented by crowdsourced and open data platforms. Smart tourism is a key contributor to a new “sensor society” [69] that is regarded as always based on extensive (big) data capture.

ICT platforms, sensor networks, and wireless communication systems form the basis for an integration and data exchange approach [30] and contribute to the overall strategic planning process by facilitating the transformation of tacit knowledge into explicit organised knowledge [70]. However, the integration of technology within a tourism destination is not the sole condition for becoming smart, and thus the goal is to integrate the whole range of smartness components. For that, ICTs should be complemented with information provided by experts, including government officials and researchers, in order develop an evaluation system for quality management in tourist attractions [71]. Nevertheless, smart tourism draws attention to some issues regarding information governance [72] and appropriately extracting the value of information. Another issue is technology-dependence. This has strong consequences in terms of creating a wide digital split between those with or without smart devices, and between destinations that can or cannot afford smart tourism infrastructures [73]. In this sense, smart tourism infrastructures can lead to new information imbalances [74].

Furthermore, the growing need for information can easily persuade tourists to lose privacy [75]. Smart tourists leave massive digital footprints and the chances for mining their digital traces from travel (whether on holiday or business) are multiple. Therefore, smart tourism environments have to consider the value-in-use [76], i.e., the value created by using data and/or technology instead of owning it.
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